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All groups in this paper are finite. Let rc be a set of primes and G be a 
group. G is said to be rc-homogeneous if N(H)/C(H) is a x-group whenever 
H is a x-group. A group G is rc’-closed if G has a normal Hall rr’-subgroup. 
If z = {p} and G is rc-homogeneous, then Frobenius’ Theorem [ 11, 
Theorem 7.4.51 implies that G is rc’-closed. However, A, is (2, 3}- 
homogenous, but not (2, 3)‘~closed. Therefore, x-homogeneity does not 
always yield x’-closure. In this paper we present three theorems in which n- 
homogeneity yields n’-closure for rr = {p, q}, a set of two distinct primes. 
THEOREM A. Assume G is n-homogeneous where TC = {p, q} # { 2, 3). If 
centralizers of non-identity x-elements are n’-closed and G contains an 
element of order pq, then G is rc’-closed. 
The group L,( 13) is n = { 2,3}-homogeneous, contains an element of 
order 6, and centralizers of non-identity n-elements are rc’-closed. Hence, 
the condition rc # (2, 3) may not be removed from Theorem A. 
The prime p is said to be of even order modulo q if the image of p in 
Z/qZ has even order in the multiplicative group of Z/qZ. An application of 
Theorem A yields Theorem B which appears in [6]. 
THEOREM B. Let G be a {p, q}-homogeneous group where p and q are 
odd primes and the order of p module q is even, then G is {p, q}‘-closed. 
If v is a prime and G a group, G, denotes a Sylow v-subgroup of G. If a 
is a set of primes, ICI0 = n,,, [GUI. If K is a non-empty finite set, let I KI 
denote the cardinality of K. It is well known [7, 17.31 that for a group G 
and a set of primes a, I {x Ix ICI0 = 1 } ( = a I GI ~ where a is a positive integer. 
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Theorem C gives necessary and sufhcient conditions for K = {p, q}- 
homogeneity to yield rr’closure in terms of ICI,,. 
THEOREM C. Assume G is x-homogeneous where TI= {p, q}. G is TC’- 
closed if and only if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(a) Centralizers of non-identity x-elements are n’-closed. 
(b) I(glgEG,g’G’K’= 111 = ICI,,. 
A, with K = (2, 3) shows condition (b) may not be eliminated from 
Theorem C. 
We note that the proofs presented of Theorems A-C do not depend on 
the classification of finite simple groups. (If rc is any set of odd primes, it 
may be shown using the classification of finite simple groups that R- 
homogeneity implies n’closure [ 11.) In this paper, if 2 E K major theorems 
by Thompson [19], Bender [3], and Gorenstein and Harada [13] are 
used. However, if 2 4 z, very few references are needed. Internal arguments 
are used to show that character-theoretic results may be applied. 
1 
A group G satisfies Hypothesis A, if G is rc = {p, q}-homogeneous and 
C(x) is rr’-closed for any non-identity rc-element x. If z-J1 is the set of groups 
satisfying Hypothesis A,, then &I is closed under subgroups and 
homomorphic images. 
Assume G satisfies Hypothesis Al. If w  E G, w  may be written uniquely as 
w  = w, x w,. where w, and w,, are, respectively, n- and n’-elements. Both 
w, and w,, are powers of w. If g is a non-identity n-element of G, let 
(g}G*” = {WI w, is conjugate to g>. Since C(g) is rc’closed, w  = (gy)h where 
y E O,,(C(g)), when w  E {g}C;,n. If kyl)“=m for yl, y2 E O,JCk)), then 
g” = g and x E C(g). Hence, if y, ,..., y, are representatives of distinct C(g)- 
conjugacy classes of elements in O,.(C(g)), then 
I IGI IGI 
‘~g~G’~‘=iC~ol=IC(~)l i=1Ic(gy’)( 
f: ICkN 
We have shown 
IGI 
IbP”l = lqg)l, if g is a non-identity n-element, (*) 
and G satisfies Hypothesis A 1. 
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The following proposition will be useful in the proofs of Theorems A and 
C. It is also of some intrinsic interest. If V is a u-group for a prime u, r(V) 
denotes the rank of V. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Assume G is a non-abelian simple group which satisfies 
Hypothesis A, for n = { 2, p>. Either G N L,(2”) or Sz(2”) where n is a prime 
and p = 2” - 1, or rc = { 2, 3 } and G is isomorphic to one of the following 
groups: L*(r), r=9, or (r, 6)= 1, M,,, A,, L,(3), U,(3). 
Proof (a) The proof will proceed by considering various subcases to 
show possibilities for G and then determining which possibilities are { 2, p}- 
homogeneous. Since GE d1 and 2 E 7r, N(T) is &-closed, and hence solvable 
whenever T is a non-trivial n-group. 
We first consider the case that SCN,(G,) is non-empty and lC(z)l,. # 1 
for some involution z in Gz. Let A E SCN,(G,), then r(C,,,,,(z)) > 2 if z is 
an involution in G,. It follows from Theorems 6.2.2 and 53.16 [ 111 and 
C(z) 7r’-closed that O,(C(z)) # 1 for some z~g,(A)#. Let 
O(B) = O,( C(B)) for B a non-trivial subgroup of G,. Since N(B) is E’- 
closed for non-trivial 2-groups B, 0 is a balanced solvable signalizer 
functor. Goldschmidt’s theorem [9] implies 0 is complete. Hence, there is 
a non-trivial &-group M such that A E N(M). Let B be any subgroup of 
Gz n N(M) such that r(B) > 2. Then Theorems 6.2.2 and 5.3.16 [ 111, cen- 
tralizers of 7c-groups being 7c’-closed, and @-complete yield 
kf=(O,,(C(b))lb~B) and M’=(O,.(C(b))l bEB) if B<N(M’). It 
follows that z E N(M) and in particular, G2 s N(M). 
We claim N(M) is a strongly embedded subgroup of G. Let B be a non- 
trivial subgroup of G,, then N(B)zN(M) if r(B) 22 by the previous 
paragraph. Assume r(B) = 1 and (7) = Q,(B), then N(B) c C(7). Since 
SCN,(C,) # 4, GG2(7) contains an elementary abelian subgroup A, of order 
8 where 7 E AZ. Theorems 6.22 and 53.16 [ 1 l] imply that O,(C(7)) = 
( C02,(C(rJJ( y, 7))l y E A, - (7) ). It follows from the previous paragraph 
that O,.(C(t)) E N(M). Now C(7) = N,(,,(R) O,.(C(t)) where R is a Sylow 
2-subgroup of O,.,,(C(z)), and A2R E G; for some z. Since r(A,) 2 3, the 
previous paragraph implies z E N(M). Thus N(R) E N(M) if r(R) 2 2. 
Hence, we may assume R is cyclic or R N Q,n, a quaternion group of order 
2”. Thus, IA* RI = 4 [RI and Theorem 6.3.3 [ 1 l] implies C,(,,(R) E 
RO,,(C(z)). Therefore, C(z)/RO,,(C(z)) is isomorphic to a factor group L of 
Aut(R), O,(L) = 1, and JL2( B 4. If R is cyclic or RN Q,n for n > 3, Aut(R) 
is a 2-group which contradicts O,(L) = 1 and IL21 3 4. However, if R= Q,, 
then lAut RI = 24. Now O,(L) = 1 implies L E S,. This contradicts IL,/ 2 4. 
Thus, r(R) > 2, N(B) c C(7) c N(M), and N(M) is strongly embedded. 
If SCN,(G,) # 4 and IC(r)l,, = 1 for all involutions 7, we claim that G is 
an N-group. Let T be a non-trivial t-group, t a prime. As previously noted, 
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N(T) is solvable if t E x. If t 4 rt, then r2(N( T)) < 1. Let R be a Sylow 2-sub- 
group of N(T), then R is cyclic or generalized quatemion. If R is 
cyclic, Theorem 7.4.5 [ 111 implies N(T) = RO,,(N( T)). If R is generalized 
quatemion, Brauer and Suzuki’s Theorem [4] implies N(T) = 
N,,,,(SZ,(R,)) O,(N(T)). Since 2-local subgroups are solvable, N(T) is 
solvable in both cases. 
Thus, G has a strongly embedded subgroup, G is an N-group, or 
SCN,(G,) is empty and G has solvable 2-local subgroups. We may use 
theorems of Bender [3], Thompson [ 191, or Theorem A of Gorenstein 
and Harada [13] to see that G is isomorphic to a group in V = (L,(r), 
I > 3, Sz(2”), U3(2”), n > 2, ‘(F,(2))‘, A,, L,(3), U,(3), Mii}. The Theorem 
and Lemma 8 [ 161 imply that ‘(FJ2))’ contains 2-groups T, and T2 where 
51 IN( T,)/C( T,)l and 3) lN( T,)/C( TJ. Thus, G # 2(F4(2))‘. If G N UJ2”), 
for n > 2, then (3.2) [lo] implies that 
Clearly (22” - 1)/(2” + 1,3) is not a prime power if n > 2. Thus, 
G $ U3(2”), n 3 2. 
Let %i = %’ - { U3(2”), n > 2, (2F,(2))‘}. Every group in %i is an N-group. 
If G is (2, p} = n-homogeneous, for GE %i, and x is a non-identity X- 
element, then it would follow that IC(x)l,, divides (lO,(C(x))l, 
IO,.(C(x))l). Hence IO~,,,,(C(x))j = IC(x)l,, and C(x) is rr’-closed for non- 
identity n-elements x. Thus, it is sufficient to determine which groups in Q?i 
are n = { 2, p}-homogeneous. 
Assume G N L,(2”), n 3 2, or Sz(2”) and G is (2, p}-homogeneous. Then 
(3.2) [lo] implies that N(G,) is the semi-direct product HG2 where H is 
cyclic of order 2” - 1, O,.(N(G,)) = 1, and Gf is a TI-set. Now IHI =pj= 
2” - 1 and elementary number theory arguments imply that n is a prime 
and j = 1. If 2” - 1 =p, then H is a Sylow p-subgroup of G and N(H) is 
dihedral of order 2p. Therefore, L,(2”) and Sz(2”) are (2, p}-homogeneous 
exactly when 2” - 1 =p. We know, of course, that n is odd for Sz(2”). 
(L2(r))2 is dihedral if Y > 3 and r is odd. (Possibly, I(L2(r))21 = 4.) (M11)2 
and (L,(3)), are semi-dihedral of order 16 [l5, Theorem 5.21. (U,(3)), is 
wreathed of order 25 [ 11, p. 4871 and (A7)2 is dihedral. It follows that 
N( T)/C( T) is a (2, 3}-group for T a 2-subgroup of G, G E & = %‘i - 
{L,(2”), n > 2, Sz(2”)). Therefore, p = 3 if GE%?~ and G is {2,p}- 
homogeneous. N(L2(3n)3) is a Frobenius group of order ((3” - 1)/2) 3” if 
n > 2. Thus L,(3”), n > 2, is (2, 3}-homogeneous only if n = 2. If (r, 6) = 1, 
then Sylow 3-subgroups of L,(r) are cyclic. I (M11)31 = 9 = I A,1 3, a Sylow 3- 
subgroup of L,(3) has order 33 and class 2, and IU,(3)1 = 25. 7 * 33. It 
follows that if P is a 3-subgroup of G and GE w2 - {L,(3”), n > 2}, 
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(N(P)/C(P)I is a (2, 3}-group. Hence, every group in Q$ - {L,(3”), n > 2) 
is (2, 3}-homogeneous. The proposition follows. 
We note that if rr = (2, p}, p # 3, and G is a simple non-abelian x-group 
satisfying Hypothesis A, then G does not involve S4. Thus, Glauberman’s 
Theorem C [8] and Goldschmidt’s Theorem [lo] may also be employed 
to show that G=L,(2,) or Sz(2”) with 2”- 1 =p without using [3], [13], 
and [19]. 
A group G satisfies Hypothesis A if G has minimum order with respect to 
the following conditions being satisfied: G satisfies Hypothesis A,, 
rc # (2, 3}, G has an element of order pq, G is not z’-closed. Let d denote 
the set of groups satisfying Hypothesis A, we will show d is the empty set. 
If G E JX!, and W is a non-trivial rc-subgroup of G, then N( W)/O,,( C( W)) 
is a rc-group. In particular N(W) is p-solvable, q-solvable, and n’-closed. It 
follows that O,(G) = 1 if GE d. If GE d, then G/O,(G) E ~2~ and contains 
an element of order pq. If jO,(G)( > 1, the minimality of (G[ implies that 
G/O,.(G) is x’-closed. Since O,(G) is trivially rr’-closed, it follows that G is 
$-closed. Thus O,.(G) = O,(G) = 1 if GE d. 
G satisfies Hypothesis B if G satisfies Hypothesis A and G is not simple. If 
G satisfies Hypothesis B, let H be any proper normal non-trivial subgroup 
of G and let G=G03G,z *.. I>G,T (1) be a composition series with 
H = Gi for some k > i > 1. Since O,(Gj) and O,(G,.) are characteristic sub- 
groups of Gi for j = l,..., k, O,.(Gj) c O,,(Gj- 1) and O,(Gj) c O,(Gj- ,). It 
follows from O,(G) = O,.(G) = 1 that O,(Gj) = O,.(Gj) = 1 for j= 0, l,..., k. 
In particular, H is not n’-closed so (I HI, pq) =pq. Let (g) be an element of 
order pq in G. Now (g) HE &‘i and contains an element of order pq. Thus, 
if ((g) H( < ICI, then the minimality of JGl implies that (g) Hand Hare 
rc’-closed. Therefore, [G: H] (pq and a similar argument implies that H con- 
tains no elements of order pq. It follows that if GIG, 2 . *. 1 G, ZJ 1 is a 
composition series of G, then G, 20”(G). We may choose a composition 
series where Gi = On(G) for some i > 1. If i # k, then let P be a Sylow p-sub- 
group of Gi+, . P # 1 since O,(Gi+ ,) = O,(Gi+ ,) = 1. The Frattini 
argument implies that Gi = N,(P) Gi+ 1. Since P # 1, N(P) is rc’-closed. 
Thus, GJG, + , is isomorphic to a simple n- or z’-group. However, 
Gi = OB( G) implies GJG, + 1 is a rc’-group. Hence, K= Off’(OK(G)) is a non- 
trivial normal subgroup of G and [G:K] /pq. This is a contradiction. Thus, 
Gk=OK(G), [G:Gk](pq, and k= 1 or 2. 
LEMMA 1.2. Zf G satisfies Hypothesis A, then p and q are odd primes. 
Proof Assume GEd and n={p,qj={2,~}. Since p # 3, 
Proposition 1.1 implies the only non-abelian simple n-homogeneous groups 
are Sz(2”) or L,(2”) where 2” - 1 =p and n is an odd prime. These groups 
contain no elements of order 2p. Therefore, G satisfies Hypothesis B and 
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has a composition series G = GO 1 G1 3 . . . =I Gk 11 where Gk = O”(G), 
[G: GJ 1 2p, and k = 1 or 2. Therefore, Gk N L,(2”) or Sz(2”) and 
p=2”- 1. Thus, Gk-i/GR is cyclic of prime order u where u E { 2, p }. Since 
O,(Gk_l)=O,,(Gk_,)=l, Z(Gk-,)=l. Thus, Gkml is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of Aut G, which contains Inn(G,). If Gk ~31 Sz(2”), then Gk- i/Gk 
is isomorphic to a subgroup Z, [ 15, p. 1943. This is a contradiction, since 
(n, 2p) = 1 follows from 2” - 1 =p. 
We assume Gk = L,(2”), n > 3 and n odd. L,(2”) is isomorphic to the 
Chevalley group A,(2”). A diagonal automorphism o of A,(2”) may be 
effected by conjugation by a diagonal matrix with entries in F;.. Thus, 
1 (u )) I(2” - 1). A held automorphism of Fzn has order dividing n, and a 
graph automorphism of A ,(2”) is trivial. Since the diagonal automorphisms 
determine a normal subgroup of the outer automorphism group of A 1( 2’7, 
Theorem 12.51 [S] implies that JAut(L(2”))/Inn(L(2”))1 is odd if n is. 
Therefore, we may assume IG, _ JG,J =p. Let U be a Sylow 3-subgroup of 
L,(2”). Since n is odd, NLzc2”) (U)= (7) K, where (K) =2”+ 1, K is cyclic, 
and (z) is an involution. The Frattini argument implies Gk- I = 
N,,-,(U) Gk. Hence, there is an element a of order p in G, _ 1 such that 
NGk-,W= ((a> x CT>) K. s ince K is cyclic of order 2” + 1 and p = 2” - 1, 
it is direct to see that KG CGk_,(a). However, p = 2”- 1 and I&(2”)\ = 
(2” - 1) 2”(2” + 1) implies that (a) centralizes some H, a Sylow p subgroup 
of L,(2”). It follows from the structure of L,(2”) that G, = (H, K) E 
C,,-,(a). This contradicts Z(Gk- i) = 1. 
For the rest of this section we assume that p and q are odd. A portion of 
the proof of Theorem A will parallel that of [6]. For this reason we will 
adopt some of the notation of [6]. Assume GE&~ and p and q are odd. 
Let ‘?I denote the set of non-trivial p-subgroups of G and ‘?I’ = {A I A E VI 
and IA n C( > 1 for some C, C an elementary abelian p-group of order p’}. 
Similarly, let ‘B denote the set of non-trivial q-subgroups of G and 
23’= {B) BEB and JBnDI > 1 for some D, D an elementary abelian q- 
group of order q3}. Let U be defined by U(A) = O,(C(A)) for A E 9I and V 
be defined by V(B) = O,,(C(B)) for BE B. A subgroup A4 of G is said to be 
of U-control if M contains P a Sylow p subgroup of G, and whenever A is a 
non-trivial p-subgroup of M and x E G such that A” E M, then wx E M for 
some w  E O,,(C(A)). Similarly, a subgroup N is of V-control if Nz Q, a 
Sylow q-subgroup of G, and whenever B is a non-trivial q-subgroup of N 
and x E G such that B” s N, then wx E N for some w  E O,.(C(B)). 
As previously noted N(W) is rc’-closed, p-solvable, and q-solvable 
whenever W is a non-trivial rc-subgroup of G and GE&~. Since G is n- 
homogeneous with p and q odd, G does not involve Qd(p) or Qd(q). Thus, 
G satisfies (CR) and (S) of [6] if GE &‘I, Lemme 1.2 [6] implies there are 
Al E 9I and B, E b such that N(A,) and N(B,) are of U- and V-control. Let 
M be a Hall n-subgroup of N(A, ), then M contains P, a Sylow p-subgroup 
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of G. Suppose A is a non-trivial p-subgroup of M and A” E A4. Since 
N(A,)=MO,(N(A,)) and N(A,) is of U-control, there is a WE O,.(C(A)) 
such that wx = my where m E M and y E O,(N(A,)). It follows that 
[A”, y] cMnO,(N(A,))= 1, i.e., yeC(Am). Thus, ymm’~C(A)n 
O,(N(A,)) c O,,(C(A)). Therefore, wx=my=y”~‘m, (y-yi WE 
O,(C(A)), and ((y-‘)“-’ W) x = m. Hence, M is of U-control. Similarly, N 
is of V-control if N is a Hall rc-subgroup of N(B,) and Q is a Sylow q-sub- 
group of N and G. 
The next few lemmas are devoted to showing that G is simple if G 
satisfies Hypothesis A. Thus, we assume G satisfies Hypothesis B. The dis- 
cussion preceding Lemma 1.2 implies G has a composition series GIG, 
. . . 1 Gk 2 1 where Gk = On(G), k = 1 or 2, and [G : Gk] ( pq. Hence, we may 
choose notation so that G, = OP(G) and [G:G,] =p if G satisfies 
Hypothesis B. 
LEMMA 1.3. Assume G satisfies Hypothesis B and H is a proper subgroup 
of G such that OP(H) # H, then H is n’-closed. 
ProoJ Let H be a minimal counterexample, then [H: H,] =p where 
H, = OP(H). Since H satisfies Hypothesis Ai, there are x-subgroups M and 
N of H which are of U-control and V-control in H, with O,(M) # 1 and 
O,(N) # 1. Since (H( < IGJ and H is not k-closed, H contains no elements 
of order pq. Thus, ( 10,S(N,,(A))(, q) = 1 if A is a non-trivial p-group and 
(IO,@d4)L P) = 1 if B is a non-trivial q-group. It follows that 
Mn N,(A) is a Hall rr-subgroup of N,(A) if A is a non-trivial p-group in 
M. Similarly, N n NJ B) is a Hall rr-subgroup of NJ B) if B is a non-trivial 
q-group in N. It follows that M, = Mn H, and N, = Nn H, are of U- and 
V-control in H,. 
Since H, = OP(H), H, has no abelian p-factor groups and H, is not n’- 
closed. Thus, O,(M,) # 1 and R # 1 where R is a Sylow q-subgroup of M,. 
Theorem 5.3.16 [ 1 l] and H containing no elements of order pq imply that 
R is cyclic. Now O,(M,) a Sylow p subgroup of Ml follows from 
Lemma 1.1 [6]. Clearly, M, is a Frobenius group. [H: H, ] =p implies 
that [M:M,] =p. Since M= N,,,,(R) M, and N,,(R) = R, N,(R) = (x) R 
where xP = 1 and M = (x) M, . The previous paragraph implies we may 
choose notation so that (x) R s N. Let p be a Sylow p subgroup of N 
containing (x). Since O,(N) # 1 and H contains no elements of order pq, 
Theorem 5.3.16 [11] implies that P is cyclic. Since (x) & HI, P= (x). 
Thus, N = (x) N, and N, is a q-group. Now N, of Q-control in H, implies 
that H, is q’-closed. Hence, OJH,) is p’-closed. Since [H: H,] =p, we see 
that O,.(O,.(H,)) = O,.(H) and H is rc’-closed. This is a contradiction. 
LEMMA 1.4. If G satisfies Hypothesis B, the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
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(a) G, is simple. 
(b) There is a n-subgroup M of U-control with Sylow p-subgroup P 
and Sylow q-subgroup R such that P = (x ) P, , where P, = P n G, , 
N,(R)= (x) R, I(x)1 =p, and RP, is a Frobenius group with kernel P, 
and cyclic complement R. Zf A is a subgroup of P such that A n PI > 1, then 
N(A) = (Mn N(A)) O,.(N(A)). In particular, P, n N(A) AMn N(A). 
(c) There is a z-subgroup N of V-control with Sylow q-subgroup Q 
and Sylow p-subgroup S such that N is a n-subgroup of No(Q). Let 
S,=SnG,, then [S:S,] =p. S,Q is a Frobenius group with non-trivial 
cyclic complement S,. rf B is a non-trivial subgroup of Q, then N(B) = 
(Nn N(B)) O,(N(B)). In particular, Qn N(B) A(Nn N(B)). 
Proof: (a) If G, is not simple, then as previously noted, 
G2 = O”(G) c Gi and [G, :G2] = q. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G and 
H= PG2, then [G:H] =q and OP(H)# H. Lemma 1.3 implies H (and 
hence G2) is n’-closed. This is a contradiction. 
(b) As previously noted, G has n-subgroups M and N of U-control 
and V-control in G where O,(M) # 1 and O,(N) # 1. Let P be a Sylow p 
subgroup of A4 and Q a Sylow q-subgroup of N. Let M, = Mn Gi and 
P, = P n Gi . Since O,( N( A)) c G, for any non-trivial p-group A, M, is of 
U control in Gi . M, has no abelian p-factor groups since Gi does not, and 
G, contains no elements of order pg. Thus, an argument entirely analogous 
to that used in Lemma 1.3 implies M, = RP, is a Frobenius group with 
kernel P, and non-trivial cyclic complement R. It follows that N,(R) = 
(x)Rwhere (x)P,=PandxP=l. 
If A is any subgroup of P such that An P, > 1, then (IO,,(N(A))I, q)= 1. 
(Again, G, contains no elements of order pg.) Hence, N(A) n M is a Hall K- 
subgroup of N(A). Clearly, P, n N(A) is normal in N(A) n M. 
(c) Let S be a Sylow p-subgroup of N. Since GxG, 3 1 is a com- 
position series of G, 04(G) = G. Thus, N has no abelian q-factor groups 
and S # 1. S acting on O,(N) # 1, G, containing no elements of order pq, 
and Theorem 53.16 [ 111 imply that r(S) < 2. Q = O,(N) now follows from 
Lemme 1.1 [6]. Thus, we may choose notation so that N is a Hall x-sub- 
group of N(Q). 
Suppose B is a non-trivial subgroup of Q such that IO,(N(B))I, # 1. 
Since Gi contains no elements of order pq, O,.(N(B)) has a Sylow p sub- 
group (a) where up= 1 and G= (a)G,. Let B, =QnN(B), then B, is a 
Sylow q-subgroup of N(B) and Theorem 6.2.2 [ 111 implies that we may 
choose notation so that B, c N(a). Now [(a), B,] cG, n {a) = 1 and 
N( IV) q-solvable for all non-trivial q-groups yield (a) c O,(N(B,)). 
Repeating this argument we see that pi I O,(N(Q))l. Since N is a Hall rc- 
subgroup of N(Q), (O,.(N)), is cyclic of order p. Thus, (O,(N)), is a Sylow 
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p-subgroup of O&N(B)). Hence, N(B) n N is a Hall x-subgroup of N(B). 
Clearly, if IO,.(N(B))I, = 1 for B a non-trivial subgroup of Q, N(B) A N is a 
Hall n-subgroup of N. Now Q = O,(N) implies Q n N(B) ANn N(B). 
Since O,(N)=Q and G=N(Q)G,, [S:S,]=p where S,=SnG,. It 
follows from the previous paragraph that S, Q is of V-control in G1. Since 
G, is a non-abelian simple group with no elements of order pq, S,Q is a 
Frobenius group and S, # 1. 
LEMMA 1.5. Assume G satisfies Hypothesis B and a is a non-trivial p- 
element such that q\ /C(a)[, then a Hall n-subgroup of C(a) is conjugate to a 
subgroup of N. Further, N,(R) = (x) R is a Frobenius group, p < q, 
r(S;Z,(Z(P,))) 2 3, and (x) is G-conjugate to (a). 
Proof Assume a is any non-trivial p-element such that q\ IC(a)l, and 
let Q, be a Sylow q-subgroup of C(a). (Such an element exists by 
Hypothesis B.) Lemma 1.4 implies we may choose notation so (a) Q, EN, 
(a) c S, and s= C,(a)= (a) x (yk) is a Sylow p-subgroup of C,(a) 
where S= (a)S1 and (y) =S,. Let (z) =52,((yk)), then zf 1. Further, 
we may assume S E P and P = (a ) P, . Lemma 1.4(c) implies (y” ) E 
N(Qi) and [Ql, (yk)] = Q1. Let L be a Hall x-subgroup of C(a) which 
contains SQi. If O,(L) # (a), then Lemma 1.4(b) implies L,AL. This con- 
tradicts [(yk), Q,] = Q,. Therefore, O,(L) = (a) and O,(L) # 1. Lem- 
ma 1.4(c) now implies L,AL whence L = SQ,. Thus, L is conjugate to a 
subgroup of N. 
We next show N,(R) is a Frobenius group. Since R is cyclic and 
N,(R) = (x) R with xp = 1, either N,(R) is a Frobenius group or N,(R) 
is cyclic. In the latter case, Lemma 1.4 implies RC,,(x) is a Frobenius 
group with non-trivial kernel C,,(x). However, it follows from the previous 
paragraph (with x = a) that a n-subgroup of C(X) has a normal Sylow q- 
subgroup. This is a contradiction. Thus, N,(R) is a Frobenius group with 
cyclic kernel R. It follows that p < q. Since RP, is a Frobenius group with 
q>p, r(Q,(Z(P,)))23. 
Returning to the p-element a where q) /C(a)\ and SC P, we see that 
(z) =52,(Z(P)). Since r(a,(Z(P,))) 23, there is an element 
WEO,(Z(P,))- (z) such that [a, w] =z. Thus, all non-trivial cyclic sub- 
groups of (a ) x (z ) which do not lie in G, are of the form (a) w’ for some 
i= l,...,p. Since S= (a)S, and SnG, =S1 = (y), Q,(S)= (a) x (z). By 
Lemma 1.4(c), (x) R is conjugate to a subgroup of N. Hence, (x) is G- 
conjugate to (a). 
LEMMA 1.6. Assume G satis$es Hypothesis B and g E Pf , then C(g) !E P. 
Proof Assume g E Pf and C(g) g P. Lemma 1.4(b) implies that there 
is a VEX’ where VJ lO,(C(g))l. By Lemma 1.5, r(a,(Z(P,)))>3; thus 
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Theorems 6.2.2 [ 11 J and 53.16 [ 1 l] imply that we may assume 
C,(g) E N( Vi) where V, is a non-trivial u group and g E Q,(Z(P,))x. Since 
there is an element of order pq in G, Lemmas 1.4 and 1.5 imply there is a 
subgroup A c EN,(P) n P, . Hence there is a non-trivial maximal u-group 
V such that A s N(V). By Theorem 8.5.6 [ 111, we may assume P c N(V). 
Let R= (y), then PC N(Vy) so Theorem 8.5.4 [11] and Lemma 1.4(b) 
imply VY= V” where UE O,,(N(A)). Since AaZ(P,), we see that yu-’ E 
N(V) n N(Z(P,)). Thus y E (N(V) n N(Z(P,))) O,,(N(Z(P,))) and we may 
assume notation is chosen so that Mr N(V). 
IN( V)l < IG( since O,.(G) = 1. Further, P c iV( V) implies IOP(N( V))l < 
lN( V)l. Hence, it follows from Lemma 1.3 that N(V) is &-closed. Let L be a 
Hall n-subgroup containing M. Since r,(L n G,) 2 3, Lemma 1.4(c) implies 
that O&L n G,) = 1. Thus, O,(L n G,) # 1 and Lemma 1.4(b) yields L = M. 
Suppose u( IC(x)( IZV(Q,(R))( where N,(R)= (x) R. Since both groups 
are rr’-closed, Theorem 6.2.2 [ll] implies there is a non-trivial u-group rr 
such that Kc N( is,) where K is a Hall n-subgroup of C(x) or N(SZ,(R)) 
which contains (x). Let r be a maximal u-group such that KC N( v). 
Since G = (x)G, and O,.(G)= 1, IN(8)( c ) IGI and Op(N(8)) #N(r). It 
follows from Lemma 1.3 and Theorem 6.2.2 [ 111 that N(P) is n’-closed 
and r is a Sylow u-subgroup of G. The previous paragraph now implies 
that K is isomorphic to a subgroup of M. By Lemma 1.5, (x) is G-con- 
jugate to (a) so K is conjugate to a subgroup of N if 01 (C(x)l. If 
UJ IN(Q,(R))I, Lemma 1.4 implies that K is conjugate to a subgroup of N. 
In either case, 1 # K,AK. However, the only subgroups of A4 with non- 
trivial normal q-subgroups are conjugates of subgroups of (x) R. Now 
r(C,(x))>2 implies that (u, IC(x)()= 1. If 01 IN(SZ,(R))l, then K is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of A4 yields K 1: (x) R. It follows that Q = R, 
and Nz K. This contradicts (SI >p2. Thus, (u, IlV(l2,(R))I) = 1. 
Hence, (x ) R V is a Frobenius group with complement (x) R and kernel 
I’. This contradicts Lemma 1.5. 
LEMMA 1.7. Assume G satisfies Hypothesis B and n, = (u JuJ IC(b)l, b a 
non-trivial p-element). Zf VE x, - {p} and V is a non-trivial v-group, then 
p( I C( V)( and N( V)/C( V) is a (p, v}-group. Zf W is a non-trivial w-group for 
any prime w, then N(W) is xi-closed. 
Proof Let w  be any prime except p and let W be a non-trivial w-group. 
Lemma 1.6 and Theorem 5.3.16 [ 111 imply that r,(N( W)) < 2. Since q > p, 
N(W) is p’-closed. If r,(N( W)) = 2, then Lemma 1.6 and Theorem 10.2.1 
[ 111 imply that O,.(N( W)) is nilpotent. 
Suppose u E 7r1 - {p} and b is a non-trivial p-element such that uJ 1 C(b)l. 
We may choose notation so that P = C,(b) is a Sylow p-subgroup of C(b). 
If v = q, Lemmas 1.5 and 1.4 imply that r(p) < 2 and C(b) is p’-closed. If 
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v # q, then v/ lO,.(C(b))l. Theorems 6.2.2 [l l] and 53.16 [ 1 l] and 
Lemma 1.6 imply that r(p) < 2 and ( (b ) 1 = p. Since q > p, C(b) is again p’- 
closed. In both cases, we may use Lemma 1.6 to see that P = (b ) x ( y ) 
where (y)=pnP,, M= (b)RP,, and Q,((y))= (z)=Q,(Z(P)). By 
Lemma1.5, r(Q,(Z(P,)))a3. Thus, there is a WGB,(Z(P,)) such that 
[w, b] = z. Hence, if g E Np(p), then bg = b”’ for some i. Therefore, 
gw-‘EC(b)n P=P and P(w) =Np(p). It follows from q>p, Lem- 
ma 1.4(b), and Lemma 1.6 that N(p) = (w)P. 
C(b) is p’-closed and z acts regularly on O,,(C(b)). Thus, p E N(C(b),). 
Let V, be any v-group normalized by P and let V be a maximal v-group 
such that V? I/, and P E N(Y). It follows from the first paragraph of this 
proof that N(V) is p’-closed and O,.(N( V)) is nilpotent. Thus, V is a Sylow 
u-subgroup of G. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of N(V) which contains iT. 
If P # p, the previous paragraph implies that (w ) x (z ) c N( V). This con- 
tradicts Lemma 1.6. Thus, P = P. If PC N(V), then B*-’ = pg for some 
gc N( V). Hence, x-‘g-i E N(P) = P( w) implies that V” = I/“’ for 
i = 0 ,..., p - 1. If Vn v”’ # 1 for i = 0 ,..., p - 1, let V= Vn V”” be an intersec- 
tion of maximal order. Since P c ZV( P), it follows from the first paragraph 
of this proof that N(v) has a unique Sylow u-subgroup f? Since P c N(P), 
Ps p’ for some 0 <j <p - 1 and P? NY( 8). The maximality of v implies 
N,( 8) = l? However, lk N,J( V) 2 v yields a contradiction. Hence 
Vn V”‘= 1 for O<i<p-1. 
We may choose notation so that C(b), g V. Since (C(b),)“’ is the Sylow 
v-subgroup of C( b”‘) for i = l,... , p - 1, the previous paragraph implies that 
C,(b”‘) = 1 if i#O. Now Lemma 1.6 and Theorem 5.3.16 [ll] applied to 
(b) x (z) and V imply that V= C(b), and (b) is a Sylow u-subgroup of 
C(V). Let V, be any non-trivial subgroup of V, then the Frattini argument 
yields N( V, ) = N,, y,J ((b))C(K,). However, N((b))=C(b) since p<q 
and bP = 1. Hence, N((b))= PO,,(C(b)) and O,.(C(b)) is nilpotent. It 
follows that N( (b ) V, )/(N( (b ) V, ) n C( VI)) is a ( p, v > - group. Thus, 
N( v, )/C( V,) is a {P, u}-group. 
Let w  be any prime and W a non-trivial w-group. If r,(iV( W)) 2 3, 
Lemma 1.6 implies w  =p and N( W) is a (p, q}-group. In particular N( W) 
is &-closed. If r,(N( W)) < 2, then p < q implies N(W) is p’-closed. Let 
VI IO,,(N( W))j where v~rc*. It follows from the previous paragraph and 
Theorem 7.4.5 [ 111 that O,(N( W)) has a normal u-complement. Since this 
is true for all VEX,-(~), it is direct to see that O,.(N(W)) is {x1 - (p))‘- 
closed. Thus, N(W) is xi-closed. 
LEMMA 1.8. If G satisfies Hypothesis A, then G is simple. 
Proof We assume G satisfies Hypothesis B. Let x1 be the set of primes 
defined in Lemma 1.7. We first show that N(T) is {R,, 3 )‘-closed for any 
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non-trivial 3-subgroup T of G. If 3 E rr,, this follows trivially from 
Lemma 1.7. We may assume 3471, and 31 JG,]. [G:G,] =p and the Frat- 
tini argument imply that pI (N(Z(J(G,)))(. Using Lemma 1.7 we see that 
N(Z(J(G,))) is $-closed and contains an element of order p which acts 
regularly on O,i(N(Z(J(G,)))). Hence, the latter group is nilpotent and 
N(Z(J(G,))) is {rci, 3}‘-closed. 
Let T be a non-trivial 3-group such that N(T) is not {rci, 3)‘-closed and 
(N( T)(, is maximum subject to this condition. Let V be a Sylow 3-sub- 
group of N(T) and choose notation so that VE G,. Lemma 1.7 implies that 
N(T) is n;-closed. If V=G,, then we have seen that N0,i(N(TJ)(Z(J(G3))) 
has a normal 3’-complement. If I/< Gf , then Z(J( I’)) is a characteristic 
subgroup of V whence (N,,(Z(J(V)))J > (VI. The maximality of IN(T)(, 
implies that N(Z(J(I’))) is {7ti, 3}‘-closed. Again it follows that 
N,n+,,,,,,(Z(J( V))) has a normal 3’-complement. Theorem 8.3.1 [ll] 
implies that O,;(N(T)) h as a normal 3’-complement. Thus, N(T) is 
{n,, 3}‘-closed. 
We next show G does not involve Sq. Clearly it is sufficient to show G 
does not involve both A4 and S3. If 2 # x1, then the previous paragraph 
implies that S3 is not involved in G. If 2 E rcl, it follows from Lemma 1.7 
that either G does not involve A, or else p = 3. If p = 3, then G {p, q}- 
homogeneous with q odd again implies that S3 is not involved in G. Hence 
by Lemma 1.4(a), G1 is a simple group which is S,-free. Glauberman’s 
Theorem C [8] implies that G has a strongly closed abelian 2-subgroup. 
Using Theorem A [ 101 and Gi simple, we see that G, N Sz(2”), Uj(2”), 
II 2 2, L,(2”), n 2 3, L,(r), r = 3,5 (mod 8) or Gi is of type e [ 10, p. 701. 
If u is an odd prime dividing I.&(t)\, and (v, t)= 1, &(t) contains a 
dihedral group of order 20. Hence, &(t) is not {p, q}-homogeneous for p 
and q odd primes for t > 3. Thus, G & L*(t) for t > 3 and if L,(t) is involved 
in G, for t > 3, L2(t) is a z’-group. Sz(2”) contains a dihedral group of 
order 2u for any odd prime dividing ISz(2”)l [ 15, Theorem XI 3.101. 
Therefore, G, $ Sz(2”). If G, 1: UJ(2”), nZ 2, then (3.2) [lo] implies 
O,(N((G,),)) = 1 and (2’” - 1)/(2” + 1, 3)1 IN((G,),)I. Clearly, pk # 
(2” - 1)(2” + 1)/(2” + 1, 3). Therefore, Lemma 1.7 implies 2 $ rrn, whence 
IN( T)/C( T)I is odd whenever T is a 3-group. However, UJ2”) involves 
L,(2”) [ 12, p. 1551 and L,(2”) involves S3. This is a contradiction. Hence, 
G, is of type e; i.e., there is an involution r such that [G,:C,,(r)] is odd, 
C,,(z) = (r ) x K, and K has a normal subgroup E of odd index with 
C,(E) = 1 and E = &(r), r = 3 or 5 (mod 8). Let T be a Sylow 2 subgroup 
of G, contained in C(r), then T= (z > x T, , where T1 = Kn T is a Klein 4- 
group. Further, NE(T,) = (g) T, N A,. Lemma 1.6 implies p j IC,,(z)J. 
Thus, p # 3 and Lemma 1.7 implies 2 + rr, . It follows from the first 
paragraph that G, is &-free. Hence, E-L,,(3), C,,(t)= (z) x (g) T, 
where g is of order 3. Since T is elementary abelian, (z ) is a Sylow 2-sub- 
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group of C(g). However, C(g) is {n,, 3}‘-closed and (t) g O~,,,,).(C(g)). 
Hence Theorem 6.2.2 [ 1 l] implies I’E C(z) where V is a Sylow 3-sub- 
group of C(g). Thus, I’= (g) is a Sylow 3-subgroup of G,. This is a con- 
tradiction, since G, is simple and S,-free. 
(Note to referee: We could have used Walter’s classification of simple 
groups with abelian Sylow 2-subgroups, but this seemed straightforward 
without introducing another long paper.) 
The following Lemma will be useful in proving Theorems A, B, and C. 
LEMMA 1.9 (Lemme 3.2 [6]). Assume G satisfies Hypothesis A, with p 
and q odd primes and G is simple. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G and M 
be a Hall n-subgroup of N(P) with Sylow q-subgroup R of order r. Let Q be 
a Sylow q subgroup of G and N be a Hall z-subgroup of N(Q) with Syiow p- 
subgroup S of orders s. The following conditions are satisfied 
(a) U(A) = O,(C(A)) for A E Yl’ satisfies condition E [6]. M is of U- 
control and R is non-trivial. 
(b) If?l#‘%‘, q dividesp’-1. 
(c) Ifr(P) > 3, then for all AE%’ such that Ac P, N(A)= (N(A)n 
M) O,,(C(A )). 
(d) If W = a’, then the order of q module p is odd, D(Q) contains 
Co(S), and Co(S) = C,(x) for x E S’. 
Proof As pointed out in [6], the proof of Lemme 3.2 [6] does not use 
“the order of p modulo q is even.” A careful reading shows the proof 
depends on conditions (CR) and (S) being satisfied relative to p and q so 
that Lemmes 1.1-1.4 [6] may be used. The proof also uses that N( IV) is K’- 
closed whenever IV is a non-trivial x-group and G is simple. 
By hypothesis these conditions are all satisfied. Thus, an argument 
entirely analogous to that used in the proof of Lemme 3.2 [6] yields the 
Lemma. 
For the remainder of this section we will assume G satisfies 
Hypothesis A. Lemmas 1.2 and 1.8 imply that G satisfies the hypothesis of 
Lemma 1.9. We use the notation of Lemma 1.9. Just as pointed out in [6], 
Lemma 1.9 is valid with obvious changes in notation for q. Since p and q 
are both odd, we may choose notation so p < q. We wish to show that 
Lemme 3.3 [6] is valid. The reason for adhering so closely to the notation 
and statements of Lemmes 3.2 and 3.3 [6] will appear in the proof of 
Theorem A. In order to prove Lemme 3.3 [6] for G satisfying 
Hypothesis A, the following lemma is necessary. 
LEMMA 1.10. Assume G satisfies Hypothesis A, then Yl = %’ and b # !B’. 
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Proof: Notation is chosen so that p c q whence Lemma 1.9(b) yields 
?I = 2I’. We will assume b = 23’ and obtain a contradiction. 
Since G satisfies Hypothesis A, there are elements a, b E G# where aP = 
b4= [a, b] = 1. Let L be a Hall x-subgroup of N(ab), then LsN(a) n 
N(b). As pointed out previously, Lemma 1.9 is valid with obvious changes 
in notation for q. Thus if ‘2I = 2I’ and b = 23’, Lemma 1.9(c) may be 
applied for p and q to see that L is conjugate to a subgroup of N n M. In 
particular, L is nilpotent. We may choose notation so L, c Rn Q and 
L, E Sn P. Since b = %‘, Lemma 1.9(d) applied for q implies C,(R) = 
C,(b) and L,= C,(b) ED(P). Thus, L,= R, Lemma 1.9(d), and 
Theorem 5.3.16 [ 111 imply R is cyclic. Since 2I = ‘?I’, an analogous 
argument for p yields R = L y z D(Q), L, = S, and S is cyclic. Thus, RS is 
cyclic Hall x-subgroup of N(ab) = C(ab). 
Let W be any subgroup of RS where pq1 1 WI. Since W is cyclic, 
N(W) 5 N(ab). Therefore, RS is a Hall n-subgroup of N(W) and 
N(W) = C(W). Let V1 = RS - (R u S). If w1 and w2 E ‘2$ with wf = w2, then 
RS cyclic yields geN((w,)). Since pql I(w N(w,)=C(w,). Thus, 
w,=wf=wz. Hence, +?I consists of representatives of distinct G-conjugacy 
classes of n-elements. 
Let %$ be a set of representatives of conjugacy classes in M of elements of 
P#, and %$ be a set of representatives of conjugacy classes in N of elements 
of Q #. Using Lemma 1.9 for p and q, we see that UT=, Vi is a disjoint union 
of representatives of distinct G-conjugacy classes of z-elements. By (*), 
({g}G*“I=IGl/lC(g)l, for gEIJ:=lVi. If gE%?i, we have seen that 
I C( g)) If = (RSI = rs. Thus, 
~({g~~,~I=~IYIGl(rs-(r+s-l)) 
WI rs rs 
If g E %‘*, then Lemma 1.9(c) implies I C( g)l x = I C,( g)l. Similarly, if g E $, 
IC(g)l,= [C,(g)\ by Lemma 1.9(c) for q. 
Thus, 
c ,{g}“qzcIcl ICI - 
@ u Y ‘g2 IC.bfkN +; ICfv(g)l 
It follows that 
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Therefore, l/r IPJ + l/s I Ql > l/rs. However, SE D(P) and R s D(Q) imply 
that IPI 3p*s and IQ1 Z q*r. This clearly yields a contradiction. 
LEMMA 1.11 (Lemme 3.3 [6]). Assume G satisfies Hypothesis A. 
(a) N is a Frobenius group with kernel Q, p <q, and s I q - 1. 
(b) ‘%=‘?I’, C,(R)=l, r(R)>2, and there exist XER-{l}, 
y E P-D(P) such that xy = yx. 
ProoJ By choice of notation p < q, Lemma 1.10 implies ‘% = !!I’ and 
23 # 23’. Lemma 1.9 applied for the prime q implies N is of V-control. Since 
2l= 2I’, Lemma 1.9(d) and Theorem 5.3.16 [ 1 l] imply that S is cyclic and 
C,(x) = CQ(S) E D(Q) for any x E S #. Using O,(N) = 1, O,,,,(N) = Q, S 
cyclic, 8 # 23’, and Lemme 1.1 [6] applied to N, we obtain s 1 q* - 1. Lem- 
ma 1.9(d) implies that q has odd order modulo p since ‘$I = %I’. Thus, 
s I q - 1. The remainder of part (a) may be proved in a manner analogous 
to that used in Lemme 3.3(a) [6]. 
Since ‘u = ‘?I’, the method of proof used in Lemme 3.3(b) [6] may be 
used with Lemma 1.10 to show that if B is any non-trivial characteristic 
subgroup of R, then C,(B) = 1. P# contains an element a such that 
qj IC(a)(. Using %= %’ and Lemma 1.9(c) we may assume R, c R where 
R, is a Sylow q subgroup of C(a). Hence, R, is not a characteristic sub- 
group of R. It follows that r(R) 2 2. Now Theorem 5.3.16 [ll] implies that 
there is an XER- (1) and REP-D(P) such that xy=yx. 
Proof of Theorem A. Assume G is a minimum counterexample to 
Theorem A. Then G satisfies Hypothesis A, G is simple, and IC consists of 
odd primes. A careful reading of the proofs of Lemmes 3.4 and 3.5 and the 
Theorem [6] shows that they depend on G simple, N(W) rr’-closed for 
non-trivial rc-groups W, and Lemmes 3.2 [6] and 3.3 [6] to obtain the 
contradiction s = 1. Thus, the same argument may be followed using Lem- 
mas 1.8 and 1.9 and Proposition 1.11 to obtain the same contradiction 
s= 1. 
2 
In this section we prove Theorems B and C. 
Proof of Theorem B. Assume G is a minimal counterexample to 
Theorem B. If W is any proper subgroup of G, then H is x’-closed. If HAG 
and H> 1, then G/H is also n’-closed. If H # 1, then it follows from a 
theorem of Baer [2] that G is n’-closed. Thus, G is simple and if x is any rr- 
element C(X) is rr’-closed. In particular, G satisfies Hypothesis A, and the 
hypothesis of Lemma 1.9. Let A4 be the subgroup of U-control described in 
Lemma 1.9. Theorem A implies G contains no elements of order pq. 
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Therefore, M = RP is a Frobenius group with kernel P. By hypothesis, 
q ( pk + 1 for some k. Since r = q’, r ( p” + 1 for some integer a. Corollary 6 
[ 173 implies that G is not simple. This is a contradiction. 
If K is any group which satisfies Hypothesis A,, let YK = {x 1 xIRin’ = 1 }. 
Then I&I = aKlfl,. where a, is a positive integer. If V is a full set of 
representatives of K-conjugacy classes of non-trivial n-elements in K, then 
YK= K- (Uw{g}KgK). Using (*) of Section 1, we obtain 
Kil= I4 -f Icl;;), . 
K n 
(**I 
Clearly, if G is {p, q} = n-homogeneous and rc’-closed, conditions (a) 
and (b) of Theorem C are satisfied. Hence, we will say G is a counterexam- 
ple to Theorem C if G is a group satisfying conditions (a) and (b) which is 
not n’-closed. 
LEMMA 2.1. Assume G is a counter-example of minimum order to 
Theorem C, then G is simple. 
Proof: We note that G satisfies Hypothesis A 1, therefore subgroups and 
factor groups of G also satisfy Hypothesis A,. 
Suppose O,.(G) # 1 and let A be the image of a set A in G/O,(G). It is 
direct to see that & = (zi!l XE &}. Every element in x0,.(G) is a rr’- 
element if xe&. It follows that I&l = IY~l/lO,(G)( = IGl,,. Since 
I GI < JGI and G satisfies Hypothesis Al, G is rc’-closed. It follows easily that 
G is n’-closed. Thus O,.(G) = 1. Since normalizers of non-trivial n-groups 
are 7r’-closed, O,(G) = 1. 
Assume G is not simple and let H be a maximal normal subgroup of G. 
It follows from the previous paragraph that O,.(H) = O,(H) = 1 and H is 
not n’-closed. Therefore, pq( (HI and G = N(H,) H by the Frattini 
argument. Since H, # 1, N(H,) is n’-closed. Thus, G/H is isomorphic to a 
simple rr- or rc’-group. If G/H is a rc-group, then (HI 111 = IGI n, and Yc c_ YH. 
It follows that Yfl = & whence 19&I = ) HI,.. The minimality of IG( implies 
that H is n’-closed. This is a contradiction. Hence, G/H is a n’-group. 
Let %?I be a full set of representatives of H-conjugacy classes of non-iden- 
tity p-elements, where %‘r c H ,” . The Frattini argument, N(H,) rc’-closed, 
and G/H a n’-group imply that G = N(H,) H = C(H,) H. If x and y E %r 
and xg =y, then g = ch where c E C(H,) and h E H. It follows that 
xh = xg =y, whence x =y. Thus, V1 is a full set of representatives of G-con- 
jugacy classes of non-identity p-elements. Let %Zz be a full set of represen- 
tatives of H-conjugacy classes of non-identity q-elements where y c HT. A 
similar argument implies that Vz is a full set of representatives of G-con- 
jugacy classes of non-identity q-elements. Let 5$‘S be a full set of represen- 
tatives of H-conjugacy classes of z-elements where pql 1 (w) I if w  E ‘r9,. We 
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may choose notation so that wp E V, if w  E $. Suppose wf = w2 for some 
gEG and wi, w~E%~. Then ((w,)~)~=(w~)~ and (w~)~, (w~)~E%~ imply 
that (w~)~=(w~)~=x and gEC(x). Thus, wi, w,~C(x) and (w,),EQ,, a 
Sylow q-subgroup of C(x). Since C(x)/C,(x) is a k-group, Q, E C,(x). 
The Frattini argument, N(Qt) rc’-closed, and C(x)/C,(x) a rr’-group imply 
that C(x) = C,,,,(Qi) C,(x). Since gE C(x), g = ch where c E C,,,,(Q,) and 
h E C,(x). However, c E C,,,,(Qi) implies that c E C(w,). Thus w: = w; = w2 
and wi = w2. Therefore, & is a full set of representatives of G-conjugacy 
classes of n-elements w  where pq1 1 WI. Let V = %i u & u %$, then G/H a rc’- 
group implies that &=G-uV{g)‘.” and IC(g)JZ=IC,(g)lZ. By (*), 
It follows that 
Thus, (**) yields 
l&i1 = IGI - ,Hl “(~,c~~,l.)=l~l-~~l~I-l~l~=~l~l. 
Now IFHI = a,lHl.. where aH is a positive integer, IG) a = ) HI n, and 
IYGI = /Cl,, imply that 
IGI, IGI,, IGIns= I&I = ,Hl, lH,n, a,,IHI.,=aHIGI.~. 
Thus, uH = 1 and (HI < JG( implies H is k-closed. This is a contradiction. 
Proof of Theorem C. Let G be a minimum counterexample to 
Theorem C, then Lemma 2.1 implies that G is simple. 
We first consider the case that 7t = (2, p>. Proposition 1.1 lists the 
possibilities for G and p. We will show lYGl # IG(,. for any G listed. If 
G2: L,(2”) and 2” - 1 =p, then (G(,. = 2” + 1. Since L,(2”) has a subgroup 
of order 2”+ 1 [14, II Satz 8.41, I&I # IG(,.. If G=Sz(2”) and 2”- 1 =p, 
then (G(,.=2”+ 1. Theorem XI 3.10 [15] implies n=2m+ 1 and G 
possesses a cyclic Hall-subgroup U of order 22”+’ + 2” + 1. Further, 
C,(x) = U for all XE Ux, and NJ U) is a Frobenius group of order 4~. It 
follows that 
IGI IGI 
I&I +&Iul --l)aT. 
For the remaining groups A= (2, 3}. Now IL,(9)(,,= 5, IU,(3)(n,= 7, and 
I&(3)(,,= 13. Hence, I&l # IG(,. for GEL,(~), U,(3), or L,(3). If G=A,, 
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(GI,. = 35. However, A7 contains 6! elements of order 7, thus IYJ # IGI,,. 
If G 3: MI1, then JGJ + = 55. However, N(G,) is a Frobenius group of order 
20 [18]. Therefore, IYJ > 22* 32* 11. If G z L2(r) where (r, 6) = 1, let 
(r - 1)/2 = 2”‘3’*c and r + 1 = 2Q23b2d. G contains cyclic Hall subgroups C 
and D of order c and d, respectively. N(C) is dihedral of order r - 1, N(D) 
is dihedral of order r + 1, and C# and D# are both TI-sets. Let R be a 
Sylow r-subgroup of G, then N(R) is a Frobenius group of order 
((r- 1)/2) r and R# is a TI-set. It follows that IGJ,= cdr and 
Now JGI, = I&I implies cdr = 1 + (r + l)(r - 1) + r((r + 1)/2)(c- 1) + 
r((r-1)/2)(d-1). Since d<(r+1)/2), cdr<c((r+1)/2)r whence 
cr((r+1)/2)> 1 +(r+ l)(r- l)+r((r+ 1)/2)(c-l)+r((r-1)/2)(d-1). It 
follows that r(r + 1)/2 b 1 + (r + l)(r - 1) + r((r - 1)/2)(d- 1). This is 
clearly a contradiction. 
Thus, G is a simple group satisfying Hypothesis A, and p and q are odd. 
In particular, G satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 1.9. Using the notation 
of Lemma 1.9 we obtain M and N of U-control and V-control. Theorem A 
implies G has no elements of order pq. It now follows from Lemma 1.9 that 
M= RP is a Frobenius group with kernel P and (RI = r > 3. Similarly, 
N = SQ is a Frobenius group with kernel Q and ISI = s >, 3. 
If XEP#, then C(x) = (Mn C(x)) O,.(C(x)). Since (IC(x)(, q) = 1, 
MnC(x) is a Hall z-subgroup of C(x) and IC(x)l,= IC,(x)l. Similarly, 
IW)l,= IC,h)l ifyEQ#. 
Let %$ and W2 be sets of representatives of M-conjugacy classes of 
elements in P” and N-conjugacy classes of elements in Q-#. Since G con- 
tains no elements of order pq and M and N are of U- and V-control, 
Gf: = %?1 u %Z2 is a full set of representatives of G-conjugacy classes of non- 
identity a-elements. Now IC,(x)l, = \C,(x)l, for x E %r and (*) of Sec- 
tion 1 implies that 
; I{g}G.“l =/GlC l”’ =Icl(,P,-1). 
WI w, IC&)l, WI 
Similarly, ( CG( y)l II = 1 C,( y)l n for y E Wz yields 
c IGI =u(IQ,-1). 
w2 IcG(Y)lz INI 
It now follows from (**) that 
IGl,,= l&i = IGI - H(,Pl-l)+$Ql-1,). IMI 
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Since (G,( = IPI and (G,J = IQ/, we obtain 
lGl..=lGl., IPI IQI-(~(IPi-I,+~(lQl-l,)}. 
i 
However, r 3 3 and s 2 3 imply that 
JpPl -I)+ 9Q,-1)<2y 
This is a contradiction. 
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